FIELD STORIES ::: 2011
“Twelve
significant
photographs in
any one year is
a good crop.”
~Ansel Adams

12 Significant Photographs

Of all people to suggest
such a modest creative
output, Ansel Adams’
assertion that there are but a
few significant photographs in
our lives each year is a
metaphor that extends way
beyond the crafting of images.
This idea has spurred my own
creative journey for many
years now, and released me
from the self-imprisonment that

accompanies the failure of selfexpectation. Maybe there are
but a few significant things that
rise to the surface when I
consider God at work through
our lives this past year. Maybe
my invitation is actually to
celebrate the momentous, to
zoom in on a few precious
seconds, and to remember
that God is at work far deeper
and more profoundly than I

ever imagine, consider, or
conceive.
What follows is an attempt to
do just that. 12 Significant
Photographs employ
captured images from 2011 in
the hopes for telling in brief the
story of God at work this past
year. Grab a cup of Rooibos
and enter in!
~The Kamalski’s

CENTRAL WORK
The Life Compass
process is a holistic
developmental tool
that seeks to provoke a
directional vision and a
vocational call in one’s
life that propels a
person forward into
who they are created
to be.

God Intends For Us To Do

“Maybe this is some of
the central work God
intends for us to do,” Maxie
remarked to me at the
conclusion of a Life Compass
vocational training with our
friends in 3rd Place, a local
faith community, this past April
2011. Joe Reed, the Director
of NieuCommunities South
Africa, quickly agreed, giving
me the privilege of shepherding

this process in Pretoria and
beyond as a central role of our
work in mission in South Africa.
In short, we are ecstatic at
how God is developing our
heart for this work. For years, I
found myself turning
conversations towards the
question of “What is God
birthing in your heart, and
leading you towards?”
whenever in conversation with

someone for longer than 3
minutes. Throughout 2011,
Maxie and I facilitated six
different groups of people from
five organizations throughout
Africa through this process,
helping to birth fresh stories in
the hearts of our friends. We
can’t wait to share this work
with you at some point! (Above
is the Title Page of our Life
Compass manual).

WITHOUT VISION,

“When I was outside, I
didn’t know who I was. I
found myself in prison and I
plead with all my fellow
young inmates to not get
involved in gangs. When
we fail, that does not make
us failures, but when we
give up, that does. I got
another chance to change
my life and make it right
here in prison and I got a
vision of what I want to do
with my life.” ~Conrad
Damies, Life Compass Leader
alongside us in prison,
interviewed by a local paper

People Perish

This provocative phrase
found in Proverbs 29:18
anchors our work in
facilitating the Life Compass
course with inmates in
Enthomjeni, a rehabilitative
prison for juveniles in Pretoria.
A vision from our November
course:
“I would like to be a source of
life for those who spend time
with me by providing good fruit

of encouragement, love,
peace, kindness, goodness,
and joy.
I want to be a person with a
good root system that is
controlled by God’s Law and
is planted in good soil that
represents the will of God,
always depending on the
rising power of God’s Spirit. I
want to be a safe place for all
people who come to confide in

me. I want to be a place of
shade for those who are
burdened with life’s difficulties. I
want to give them good advice
through the good fruit that God
has given me.
I want to be a tree that gives
life, a tree that God makes to
grow (Psalm 1:2-4).”
~Vision of Manqoba Letha,
Nov 2011 (Manqoba’s vision
of a jacaranda tree above)

RESTORING VOICE
LIfe Compass Numbers

20 Enthomjeni Youth Prison
inmates through Nov 2011
(3 cycles)

Birthing Vision + Stories Globally

Maxie and I have
increasingly been carrying
the Life Compass tool
23 3rd Place community
globally to friends and partner
through April 2011 (2 cycles) organizations, helping to
breathe fresh life into
18 Oasis ZA in
individuals and organizations
Johannesburg in Sept 2011 seeking to tell the stories God
has birthed within them for the
10 NieuCommunities South restoration of all things. In
Africa in Oct 2011
October 2011, we were
honored to partner with
35 Missions For Hope in
Nairobi, Kenya in Oct 2011

Missions For Hope, a
Kenyan organization carrying
for the poor in the Maathare
Valley, an extremely poor area
of Nairobi. This is what
Raphael, a leader of this team,
wrote about his Life Compass
experience: “I am a story
myself and am packaged
for greatness. Life Compass
is helping me pop out and
see my potentials much

more clearly. The idea of
vision has aroused a desire
to compose and
contextualize my life. It has
put in me a new sense of
faith. I have been afraid to
take risks but through the
process of Life Compass, I
think and believe it is time
to live my life.” (The image
above is of Tina during training
with Oasis ZA change agents).

SHE SAID YES!!!
“And so I paused one last
moment at her bedroom
door, my hand hovering
over her door knob as I
shook out the nerves,
knowing that this moment
was the culmination of the
greatest inciting incident of
my life. As James Scott Bell
writes, “An inciting incident
is a doorway through
which a protagonist cannot
return.” I grabbed hold of
the door knob...

The Chraxie Celebration

...turned the handle, and
walked inside. “You’re doing
this in the morning?” Maxie
cried a few minutes later,
realizing what was about to
take place. I smiled and waited
for her in the next room, literally
in the midst of the story God
and I were writing. Of course
I’m doing this in the morning!
Joy comes most unexpectedly
in the morning, doesn’t it?

She walked out into the living the life of the future Mr. and
room, reality merging with story Mrs. Kamalski...”
in a manner I have never
before known. Tears streaming
~Written as part of our
down both of our faces, I
engagement recap on
mumbled a few things,
http://chraxie.com
dropped to my knee, asked
her to marry me, and SHE
SAID YES!!!
(The above image is part of our
Chraxie Celebration wedding
A perfect day unfolded...the
day photo shoot!
start of a grand new chapter in
Thanks Travis!)

A SANCTUARY WITHIN
In March 2010, I returned to
Pretoria to help
NieuCommunities South
Africa transition its mission
in two primary ways. The
first was to help our
missional community relocate into a new
neighborhood in the center
of the city, locating us at a
strategic cross-section of
God’s work within the city
center. We now call
Clydesdale home.

The City of Pretoria

“Clydesdale feels like a
sanctuary within the city,”
Curtis remarked one Thursday
morning shortly after we had
moved into our new
neighborhood. As we nodded
in agreement, it began to
dawn on us that we weren’t
quite sure what this meant in
reality; rather, we were simply
acknowledging a ‘gut reaction’
that initially confirmed our

missional community’s move
into the heart of Pretoria. Why
Clydesdale? At first it was
simply practicality. If our
mandate was now to
“apprentice South African
leaders into sustainable
mission around the world,” we
must move away from Pretoria
North, a suburb north of the
city center bordered by the
Magliesberg mountain range.

We were literally separated
from the life of the city, and
needed to relocate to the
heart of Pretoria, accessible to
all parts of the city. We wanted
to be in a neighborhood that
reflected the South African
reality. Clydesdale fits this
description to a “T.” Part of
my purpose in Pretoria was
fulfilled. (A statue in Hatfield,
the student area near us).

SOUTH AFRICANS
In March 2010, I returned to
Pretoria to help
NieuCommunities South
Africa transition its mission
in two primary ways. The
second was to discern how
best to apprentice South
African leaders into
sustainable mission around
the world, transitioning
NCSA into serving as a
missional community
developing local leaders.
We have begun doing this!

Empowered On Mission

As our community sat
around a table outside Joe
and Natalie Reed’s house in
early November 2011,
listening to our friends share
their visions in words and
image with us, suddenly my
work with NieuCommunities
South Africa became clear in
an instant. Two years prior, we
had begun the slow, hard
process of transitioning our

mission away from the hosting
of a 42-week intensive
missional apprenticeship that
primarily serviced Westerners
towards the difficult, unknown
question of how best to
apprentice South African
locals into sustainable mission
around the world. This
transition as a missional
community was the central
purpose for which I returned to

Pretoria in March 2010. To be
standing with Maxie in Joe’s
front yard listening to words of
hope, courage, and life spring
forth from South African lips,
knowing that many of these
friends were only beginning
their journey with us was
amazing! The transition has
begun! (Facilitating our
missional community in telling
their stories in Sept 2011).

OUR SISTER
There are currently over 20
young students who are
from the orphanage we
work with, studying at
different university
institutions.
More info on the ministry
Angela has joined can be
found here:
http://13floor.net

One Extraordinary Girl

I can still remember the
first time I met Angela. She
is one of those people you
remember. Almost every time I
see her she is smiling and
laughing. Since starting to work
in Mabopane with the
orphanage there, I have
become good friends with this
special young lady. She always
calls me sister, and that is
what we have become. We

have been together through the
ups and downs of life. Angela
is incredibly talented. We took
her on our 2012 World Cup
outreach trip as an MC for us..
She has been training the
choir at the orphanage and
has been a part of the acting
academy at the State Theater,
where Chris and I saw her
perform (The image above is
from her performance!). 2011

was her last year of high school
and we have been talking
above what was next. Her
request: “I would like to to take
a year and serve, give back,
that’s what you taught me to
do.” So we helped Angela get
into a Christian performing arts
company, 13th Floor, to take a
gap year and serve people with
Jesus’ love. I am proud to
call Angela sister. ~Maxie

ATTUNED TO LIFE
“The liturgical year is the
year that sets out to attune
the life of the Christian to
the life of Jesus, the Christ.
It proposes, year after year,
to immerse us over and
over again into the sense
and substance of the
Christian life until,
eventually, we become
what we say we arefollowers of Jesus all the
way to the heart of God.”
~Joan Chittester

December 3, 2011

“Hey Chris, do you think
you’d be interested in
helping us develop a
resource for Advent this
year?”
This request from Pierre Du
Plessis, our friend and the lead
pastor of 3rd Place, a local
faith community in Pretoria,
completely excited me. I have
always loved the tradition and
rhythm associated with

seasons such as Advent...the
candles, smells, process of
waiting and anticipation that
builds as an entire community
leans forward together towards
the celebration of God birthed
among us. Dreaming
alongside Pierre and Janet to
help a community of our
friends completely new to
liturgical spiritually enter into a
centuries-long spiritual rhythm

that the worldwide church
embraces was no small task,
but something widely
embraced throughout 2011.
Simple meditations, spiritual
practices, and themes that
anchored our weekly teaching
were so well received that
we’re giving it a 2nd go-round
in 2012! (The image above is
from our Christmas meditation
a few weeks ago).

OUR 3RD PLACE
“This is not a church. You
cannot go to a church.
Listening to a sermon is not
church. Singing songs is
not church. You cannot be
involved in a church. You
cannot join a church. You
cannot leave the church.
You were born into the
church. The church is a
living being, a body. You are
the church.”
~Vinyl sticker at 3rd Place,
describing our heart

Community of Faith + Friendship
3rd Place is a community
of faith that Maxie and I
have been deeply invested
in for years. Maxie has served
on the leadership team and
was instrumental in helping to
plant the church a few years
ago, as well as teaching
regularly on weekends and
helping to initiate various justice
initiatives to help engage our
community towards action for

our neighbors. This past year, I
facilitated walking our entire
community through the
rhythms, themes, and
spirituality present within the
church liturgical year, seeking
to create experiences and a
tangible spirituality that helped
ground our journey of walking
with Jesus in a common
spirituality practiced together.
This involved regular

mediations and accompanying
spiritual disciplines that helped
to give flesh to the season of
the liturgical year that we found
ourselves within (Advent,
Christmas, Epiphany, Lent,
Easter, Ordinary Time). (The
above image is one of the
Stations of the Cross we made
during our Good Friday
experiences in April 2011).

ONE LIFE
Since August 2008,
Pure Hope (the
non-profit
organization Maxie
started) has helped
to build over 40
shacks in the
Tshwane District.

Creating Space For Change

I always stand amazed
when I receive a request to
build a shack. This one was
unique however, as the lead
pastor of our church (Dutch
Reformed Church of Moreleta
Park), where Pure Hope is
based, told me that he wanted
the entire pastoral team to
build a shack together on our
church outreach day. Sarel
personally paid for the shack

himself! It was such a beautiful
day, not only because of who
was serving, but also because
of who we were building for. 2
brothers, Piki and Simon, had
to leave the orphanage we
work with because they were
over 18. We were able to not
only build them a shack but
buy the land for them as well.
This meant that they could
register for a RDP

(Government funded housing)
house! In building shacks, our
heart has always been not to
give temporary shelter, but to
create a safer, cleaner
environment for someone to
have hope and believe things
will be different. Creating
beautiful spaces of hope
gives opportunity for God to
come and do miracles.
~Maxie

STORYBOARDING
“I’ve reorganized my life
into stories rather than
goals. I don’t have any
problem with goals. I like
goals and still set them. But
without an overarching plot,
goals don’t make sense and
are hard to achieve. A story
gives a goal a narrative
context that forces you to
engage and follow
through.”
~Donald Miller

The Tales God Invites Us Into

Near Christmas in 2010,
Joe Reed, the Director of
NieuCommunities South
Africa, invited me to help
facilitate a goal-setting
personal retreat for our
community as we entered into
2011. I had been fiddling
around with Pages, a Mac
publishing program, when I
stumbled upon a template for
a Storyboard, a sequence of

drawings the represent the
shots planned for a movie or
television production. I was
instantly stunned by the
inherent creativity that
storyboarding allowed one’s
goal-setting process. From
facilitating our communities’
retreat to start the year, to
storyboards becoming both
the way I asked Maxie to marry
me (as well a central element

of our wedding), to this tool
becoming a crucial element in
the tangible steps of walking a
vision into reality through our
Life Compass training,
storyboarding has become a
significant tool that God has
used this year to help us
facilitate understanding of the
stories God is inviting us into.
(Above is Colletta Rhoads’
story of racial reconciliation).

ONE-MAN-WOLFPACK
“Guys, I don’t know how
and where to find the
appropriate words to
validly express our feelings,
but thank you. Thank you
so much for your
involvement in God’s work;
thank you for your
friendship; thank you for
your guidance; thank you
for your leadership; thank
you for speaking into SO!
many people’s lives and
thank you for being true to..

Speech

..the Author’s intent for your
own lives. By staying true to
that, you have taught Melissa
and me a part of God’s nature
and character that we could
not have possibly learned
better in any other ways. We
are really thankful for that. I’m
actually trying my best not to
give the one-man-wolfpackspeech (credits to Alan Gamer,
from “The Hangover”), but

thank you also for all the new
friends that we made on the
Life Compass/Nieu
Communities journey so far.
“..us wolves, running around
the dessert together, in Las
Vegas, looking for strippers an
coai”..oops, I’m out of line
again..though I’m really
looking forward to the journey
ahead, together!! Peter Rollins
puts it nicely: “There is

something very sacred to find
in life..that is finding and being
with people we love..In being
with the people we love, we
gain what we desire.” We
LOVe you guys from our
experience of the source of all
love.” ~JP + Melissa
Boshoff, encouraging us as
we left for America in
November (The bottom-right
couple above!)

“CHRAXIE” KAMALSKI
2012 Monthly Total to
raise in additional
funds:

~$2,009

(This is primarily due to
Maxie releasing her role
with Pure Hope to move
more fully into the work we
are called to carry together.
As a result, we need to
raise her monthly salary to
continue at full support).

Our 2012 Financial Need

To Partner Financially:

(Snail Mail)
Download a Financial
Partnership Pledge card from
(Online)
http://crmleaders.org/
Go to http://crmleaders.org/ support and fill in our name
support/search and type in
(Chris + Maxie Kamalski,
our name (Chris + Maxie
#3829). Mail with your check:
Kamalski, #3829) in the
CRM
“Support A Staff Member”
section. You will then
1240 N. Lakeview Ave
complete an online giving
Suite 120, Anaheim, CA,
option that has 4 steps in total. 92807, USA

(Contact Us)
Twitter:
@chriskamalski
@maxiekamalski
Email:
ckamalski@gmail.com
sarah.maxie@gmail.com
Web:
http://chriskamalski.com

